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It would be hard to imagine Chinese culture without chopsticks. They bring together families and friends around the dining
table with great cuisine and warm memories. Chopsticks are more than just a tool; they are a blessing and believed to bring
good luck and blessings to the person using them, and they are often given as gifts to family and friends to wish them good
fortune.

Chinese blessing chopsticks are a traditional item often used during special occasions such as weddings and birthdays in
Chinese culture. These blessing chopsticks are typically made from wood and come in a set of two, each one decorated with a
special Chinese character. The characters on the chopsticks are typically blessings or well-wishes, such as "happiness,"
"longevity," "prosperity," and "harmony."

Five pairs of Chinese blessing chopsticks, engraved with auspicious Chinese greetings, were given away by CYS CEO Ann S. K.
Wee as gifts to CYS employees in a lucky draw. We wish our 5 lucky winners joy, happiness, and good luck in years to come.

Chinese Blessing Chopsticks
CYS Special Feature 

Fintech manager Kelvin Oh wins a purple chopstick Talent Acquisition & Management Executive Nicholas 
Lim wins a red chopstick

Head of Compliance Jarrat Tham wins a yellow
chopstick

Strategic Sale Manager Lee Tiong Jun wins a 
Purple chopstick

Internal Control and Compliance 
Officer Koo Jian Xiong

Chopsticks with handwritten Chinese greetings
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